FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Setpoint Integrated Solutions expands territory agreement with Clark-Reliance.
Baton Rouge, LA (Dec. 4, 2018) - Setpoint Integrated Solutions (Setpoint I.S.) is pleased to announce that effective
midnight Dec. 1, 2018 Setpoint I.S. will expand the exclusive Representative contract into Texas for following
brands:
®
• Jacoby-Tarbox sight flow indicators, security sight windows, lighting products, eductors (jet pumps) and
tank liquid agitators.
®
• Jerguson Gage & Valve reflex & transparent glass level gages, valves, and illuminators.
®
• Jerguson Magnicator Products magnetic level gages, switches, and transmitters.
®
®
• Jerguson (Magne-Sonics ) Level Switches external caged and top mount float & displacer switches
®
• Reliance boiler water level gages including: reflex, transparent mica protected, bicolor glass and
conductivity probe remote type, valves and illuminators.
Setpoint I.S. and the Clark-Reliance Corporation’s partnership dates back to 2000, and Setpoint I.S. continues to be
the legacy representative in North TX, Louisiana, Arkansas, and Southwest Mississippi Territories. The expanded
territory will capitalize on the successful track record of serving end user needs within the refining, petrochemical,
and power industries.
“Our goal from day one has been to align with “Best in Class” manufacturers who engineer products focused on
improving the safety, reliability, and run time efficiency of our end users. Clark-Reliance has been a great partner
for many years, and the expansion further into Texas will enhance our continued growth within Setpoint’s
Instrumentation & Distributed Product Portfolio. ” said Jeff Kelley, Vice President of Sales and Marketing for
Setpoint Integrated Solutions. “To support the local customers, we have invested in additional inventory and
personnel to maximize our ability to provide a rapid response, quick shipments, and technical support throughout
the process,” Kelley continued.
For additional details, contact Stuart Prestridge, Director of Business Development at SPrestridge@setpointis.com
or 225.921.9846. RFQ’s can be directed to ClarkRelianceRFQ@setpointis.com and will be handled promptly.
About Clark Reliance Corporation
Founded in 1884, Clark-Reliance is dedicated to supplying the largest and broadest product line in the
instrumentation industry for all types of measurement and control. Key acquisitions over the last few decades
have solidified Clark-Reliance as a leader in the separation and filtration industries as well.
®,

Clark-Reliance now includes a number of distinguished product lines: Reliance Jerguson®, Jacoby-Tarbox®,
Anderson® Separator and National Filtration Systems®
About Setpoint Integrated Solutions
Setpoint Integrated Solutions is the leader in the process control industry with 12 facilities across the Gulf Coast.
Supporting the Power, Refining, and Chemical Industries with best in class valve repair services, delivering process
solutions for control, relief, and automated valve requirements, along with industrial equipment including liquid
level measurement, pressure gauges, PLC’s and more. Setpoint Integrated Solutions, headquartered in Baton
Rouge, La., is a subsidiary of Pon Holdings B.V. of the Netherlands. Pon is an international trading and service
organization with a workforce of 14,000 people spread over 450 locations in 32 countries. For more information,
please visit www.setpointis.com and www.pon.com/en .

